
7. Views of the Stakeholders 

Interviews were held with a selected group of people who has some interest and concern 

in the field of IT in different perspectives. They are basically attached to Regulatory 

Commission, Universities, Computer and IT Firms, Telecom Companies, Data Operators, 

Vendor Companies and Infra Structure Development Organizations. The main objective 

of this exercise is to get their views on the present and future use of the 2.4 GHz and 5 

GHz frequency bands in Sri Lanka. The interviews were based on the questionnaire, 

which is illustrated in Appendix F. 

7.1 Views of the Telecommunications Regulatory Commission 

Interviews were held with few officers who are involved in Licence Administration, 

Network Management, Spectrum Management and Legal Affairs of TRC. Summary of 

their comments is as follows; 

i. Low power indoor applications should be licence exempted as it will remove 

some of the superfluous regulatory obstacles. Because of the present licencing 

requirements each WLAN equipment importation should go through a separate 

administrative procedure at TRC. Once the WLAN equipment are licence 

exempted this equipment clearance procedure can be relaxed. 

ii. In an unlicenced regime, they strongly recommended that all WLAN equipment 

should comply with the technical and operational requirement stipulated by TRC. 

iii. They also highlighted that according to the existing provisions of the ACT, TRC 

does not have powers to consider any licence exempted categories. However in 

year 1996, certain category of equipment were exempted from frequency charges. 

iv. Present users in the 2.4 GHz band have several practical difficulties due to 

bandwidth limitations and as there are very few bands available for shared use, 
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the entire 2.4 GHz ISM band should be made available for Data and Internet 

related applications. 

v. The spectrum usage of the present FBDOs is not uniform. Hence action should be 

taken to withdraw shared frequency usage rights if the Operators are not utilizing 

the spectrum effectively. Opportunity should be given to new Operators even 

within the 30 MHz spectrum available in 2.4 GHz band. 

vi. As a initial step only few Operators should be authorized to provide outdoor 

applications in 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands. Considering the operational situation, 

more Operators should be permitted to provide outdoor services. 

vii. The present frequency charging structure should be modified so that Operators are 

encouraged to reuse the spectrum. 

7.2 Views of the University Academics 

Summary of the comments made by the University Lecturers from Peradeniya, 

Moratuwa, Colombo and Open University is as follws; 

i. Government should make every effort to introduce these low cost solutions in the 

IT field. Low power applications should be licence exempted in 2.4 GHz and 5 

GHz bands. Procedures for importation of equipment and other administrative 

requirements should be relaxed so that more and more people will be encouraged 

to use these state of the art wireless products in their day to day life. Low power 

applications should not be limited to inside the buildings and be extended to 

outdoor applications such as Campus environments. 

ii. As there are several frequency bands in 5 GHz range at least some frequency 

bands should be licence exempted for outdoor applications. Further it is suggested 

that the technical requirements for the use of these equipment should be specified 
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considering the international standards and compliance to these technical 

requirements should be monitored. 

iii. More Operators should be authorized to provide public data and Internet related 

services in these bands as the services of the current Operators have not reached 

the majority of the population. However number of Operators should be limited as 

otherwise no one will be able to survive in the market. Along with the issuance of 

the licences, strict performance targets should be defined by TRC and if targets 

are not met penalties should be imposed. 

iv. In addition to data and Internet services, the Operators should be encouraged to 

provide basic voice services at a fairly low cost specially in remote, un served 

areas. These Operators can be treated as the last mile connectivity providers to the 

existing PSTN Operators. 

v. In developing countries like Sri Lanka, as there is no any reliable 

telecommunication cable or fiber network in place in most parts of the country, 

these frequency bands are critically important to provide commercial/public 

telecom services with an acceptable level of quality of service. Therefore at least 

few frequency bands should be available with certain level of protection from 

interference so that Operators have the confidence to invest on the infrastructure. 

vi. The entire 2.4 GHz ISM band should be made available for IT based applications 

as this band is more suitable than 5 GHz band for rural areas. Considering the 

national interest of the country, the present occupants should be informed to 

vacate the band within reasonable time period. 

7.3 Views of the Facility Based Data Operators 

Discussions were held with three out of the four FBDOs who are authorized to operate 

their own Public Data Networks namely Lanka Communication Services (Pvt) Ltd. 

Electroteks (Pvt) Ltd. and Ceycom Global (Pvt) Ltd,, to determine their current 
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experience and future requirements for the effective use of these bands. Summary of their 

comments is as follows; 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

Serious practical difficulties are encountered in using 30 MHz of spectrum 

allocated in 2.4 GHz spectrum, as the bandwidth allocated for shared use is not 

sufficient to provide reliable public data services. Most of the customers are 

located in Colombo and other main cities, hence it is extremely difficult to 

provide a reliable interference free service as all the operators are limited to a 

single non-overlapping channel. If internationally allocated 83.5 MHz of 

spectrum (2.4-2.4835 GHz) is available, a reliable service can be provided to their 

customers. 

As the adjacent portion of the 2.4 GHz ISM band (2.43-2.4835 GHz) is allocated 

for high power, (100W- MMDS) TV broadcast transmissions, which are also 

located in the heart of Colombo city, the out of band emission of these 

transmitters are creating severe interference to low power (4W e.i.r.p.) data 

applications. Therefore they urged TRC to take necessary steps to vacate the 

present occupants in this portion of the ISM band and allow Data Operators to 

use the entire ISM band. 

Further, as most of their customers are corporate customers, such as Banks, 

Factories and Air Lines their high capacity applications can not be practically met 

using the currently allocated 30 MHz of spectrum. 

Even though this 30 MHz of spectrum is allocated on shared basis among four 

FBODs, the present annual charging method for the usage of frequencies is not 

reasonable and attractive. 

In addition to presently authorized public Data and Internet related applications, 

the Operators should be allowed to provide public voice services using the 

modern technology developed in these frequency bands. In fact they highlighted 
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that in some countries the Operators are authorized to provide public VOIP 

services using these frequency bands at very low tariffs. 

vi. Some Data Operators are of the view that due to better propagation 

characteristics, the entire 2.4 GHz band should be made available for licenced 

operators for Wide Area Network applications at least in outside urban areas. 

However, they proposed that as 5 GHz bands are more suitable for high capacity 

data applications it should be allocated on Island wide basis. 

vii. To guarantee the availability of sufficient security and protection to their 

investment, the usage of these bands should be subject to availability of licences. 

Further, considering the risk involved in investing on infrastructure, the outdoor 

operation of these frequency bands should be limited few Operators. Some 

Operators suggested to consider exclusive allocation of spectrum similar to other 

licenced frequency bands. 

viii. They are also in favor of permitting low power applications licence exempted 

and strongly recommend that low power users should not be permitted to use 

external antennas as it is very likely that many such users will attempt to provide 

wide area networking services using this band. 

7.4 Views of the Computer and IT Professionals 

Interviews were held with several Computer and IT experts who are mainly interested in 

setting up WLANs using these frequency bands. Summary of their comments is as 

follows; 

i. The low power WLAN operations should be licence exempted as possible 

interference to other licenced applications are extremely insignificant. They 

highlighted that as certain category of equipment have already been exempted 
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through Gazette Notifications, similar treatment could be made for low power 

WLANs. 

ii. Internationally, wireless access points and PC adaptors required for WLAN 

applications can be purchased over the counter, hence no restrictions should be 

imposed for the importation of such devices. However TRC should define the 

relevant technical parameters of these devices. 

iii. Majority is mainly interested in using these frequency bands to provide wireless 

data access facilities inside the officers or to setup HotSpots in places such as 

Hotels and Conference Halls. Some Firms have suggested that anyone should be 

given permission to use these frequencies even for long distance outdoor 

communications. 

iv. Some of the present low power users have complained, in certain areas specially 

in Colombo city limits, the performance of WLAN equipment have reduced 

considerably due to bandwidth restrictions. According to their observations this is 

due to the occupancy of MMDS TV channels in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. Hence 

they strongly objected to the presence of MMDS TV transmission within the 

frequency band allocated to WLAN operations. 

7.5 Views of the ISPs and Telecom Operators 

Six PSTN Operators and several non-facilities based ISPs have been interviewed to seek 

their views on the issues highlighted in the questionnaire. The Telecom Operators had 

different opinions in certain issues. This may be due to the fact that each Operator's 

present market dominance is different to each other. However most ISPs (non facilities 

based) had a more or less a common view in most of the issue. Summary of their 

comments is as follows; 
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The low power indoor applications should be unlicenced as present licensing 

requirements imposed by TRC really impede the introduction of cost effective in 

house wireless solutions. 

Some PSTN Operators suggested that they should be given the priority to use 

these frequency bands for IT based applications, specially the 5 GHz bands as 

they have already invested huge some of money on the development of 

telecommunications infrastructure in Sri Lanka. They further stated that they can 

provide the low cost data and internet solutions which are available in the global 

market to the end users in Sri Lanka at very affordable costs as they already have 

the infrastructure in place. 

Some PSTN operators are of the view that TRC should allow them to use these 

frequency bands for the provision of basic voice services including voice over IP 

to the general public. 

Most of the non facilities based ISPs stated that even though TRC has directed 

them get the necessary infrastructure facilities through other facilities based 

Operators, they find it extremely difficult to obtain such facilities at a reasonable 

cost. They further stated that as per the licence issued by TRC, both category of 

Operators can compete in the same market and as non facilities based ISPs have 

to totally depend on the services of facilities based Operators, practically they can 

not survive in the market. Therefore they suggested that priority should be given 

to non-facilities based ISPs to use these frequency bands as internationally these 

bands are mainly used for Internet and Data related applications. 

Both PSTN Operators and ISPs suggested that considering the economical 

viability of the investment only a limited number of Operators should be given 

authority to operate under high power category. 
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vi. Some ISPs proposed that TRC should explore the possibility of issuing provincial 

or regional based licences in addition to the Island wide licences, so that more 

Operators can get the opportunity to use radio frequencies to provide data and 

other Internet related services through out the country. 

vii. Most of the Operators suggested that as radio frequency is a scarce national 

resource, being a governing authority TRC should develop a suitable mechanism 

to set performance targets to the service providers. Otherwise strict penalties 

should be imposed on those who have not met those targets. 

viii. The 2.4 GHz band should be allocated for outdoor applications, only when the 

present non data related users are vacated. If the equipment used in these 

applications are more than 6-8 years old, no new importations should be allowed 

and immediate notices should be sent to vacate the band within next two years. 

7.6 Views of the Other Stakeholders 

Views of few other interested institutions such as Government Organizations, Non 

Governmental Organizations, Banks and Equipment Vendors were sought and their 

comments are summarized below; 

i. Any company or individual should be authorized to use these frequency bands 

under licence exempted basis. Present licensing requirement creates additional 

burden on deployment of these WLAN services in Sri Lanka. 

ii. TRC should grant permission to limited number of Operators to provide outdoor 

data services so that any individual organization can get the services through one 

of those licenced Operators. 

iii. Equipment Vendors stated that TRC should relax the restrictions on equipment 

importation procedures as such restrictions will have some adverse effect on the 
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introduction of these wireless data applications. Even though TRC has introduced 

import permission and licensing requirements for WLAN equipment, it is 

practically not possible to impose such restrictions as most of these items can be 

effortlessly hand carried into the country. As a result considerable amount of 

such equipment are in operation without having valid licences. 

Category of the Stakeholder Number of Persons 
Interviewed 

1 .Telecommunications Regulatory Commission 5 

2. University Academic 3 

3. Facility-Based Data Operators 3 

4. Computer and IT Professionals 8 

5. ISPs and Telecom Operators 9 

6. Other Stakeholders 11 

Table (7-a) Number of Persons Interviewed under each Stakeholder Category 
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